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Put shape back into chemistry: How important is conformational design?

The spotlight in drug discovery and design has been firmly centred on “quality” and “efficiency” in an endeavour to improve productivity and reduce high development attrition rates. In particular, much attention has been focused on measured and predicted drug property optimization because this is expected to significantly impact both the quality and the efficiency of drug design. With such a dominating focus, it is right to ask if other important aspects of drug design are being generally overlooked by the medicinal and computational chemistry community. This presentation aims to make a case for the increasingly clear importance (and therefore necessary adoption) of conformational design in harmony with property optimization.

It is argued that the impact of creatively applied conformational design based on a validated experimental foundation will lead to a number of benefits and can be far reaching. For example, limiting shape diversity whilst gaining a deep understanding of shape giving structural features presents a complementary approach to property based design. It will lead to a tighter integration of the highly complementary medicinal and computational chemistry workflows. And importantly, it will provide undoubtedly a driver to re-invigorate the development and creative exploitation of experimental methods aimed at describing and predicting the conformational behaviour of small molecules in solution. Hence, conformational design based on experimental evidence offers new drivers for innovation in drug discovery.
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